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Introduction

“Today we will launch definitely a new page of the European defence”1. On November,
13th 2017, ahead of a European Union (EU) defence ministers meeting, Federica Mogherini
(the High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policies, later quoted as
HR/VP), announced the start of the Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO), launched by
twenty-five EU Member States.
Signed in 1999, the Amsterdam Treaty introduced the possibility for some Member
States to go further in cooperation on a voluntary basis, also known as the “reinforced
cooperation”. PESCO was only introduced by the Lisbon Treaty in 2009, as a reinforced
cooperation in the field of defence. Hence, this is a “treaty-based framework and process to
deepen defence cooperation amongst EU Member States who are capable and willing to do so.
The aim is to jointly develop defence capabilities and make them available for EU military
operations. This will enhance the EU’s capacity as an international security partner, also
contributing to the protection of Europeans and maximise the effectiveness of defence
spending”2.
At the end of World War II, the functionalist method led the whole European
construction but the security and defence part of it. Defence and security have usually been a
sensitive and difficult field for the EU integration, since they are intrinsically national policies.
The European States involvement in the field of defence started with the Western Union
Defence Organisation (WUDO – becoming the WEO in 1954) created in 1948. However, this
organisation was more an instrument of NATO than a true European defence cooperation.
Then, the European Defence Community failed in 1954. As a consequence, the Roma treaty
signed in 1957 did not raise the field of defence. The great step forward was the European
Security and Defence Policy3 and its main instrument: the Community of Security and Defence
Policy4. With PESCO, the EU is taking it to the next level on the way to a European defence.
The concept of European defence has to be distinguished from the concept of the
defence of Europe. While the first consists of a vision of self-assumed defence by Europeans,

Jacopo Barigazzi, “Mogherini hails ‘historic’ EU defense pact”, in Politico, November, 13th 2017, [on line].
European Action External Service Website.
3
Maastricht treaty signed in 1993.
4
Lisbon treaty signed in 2009.
1
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the second refers to the preservation of European territorial integrity, which is traditionally the
task of NATO.
During the State of the Union speech on September, 13th 2017, Jean-Claude Juncker
(the President of the European Commission) called for a non-naive European Union capable to
face the traditional threats such as terrorism, but also the new ones, such as cyber-criminality.
Finally, he asked for “A Europe that protects, a Europe that empowers, a Europe that defends”.
As a matter of fact, with six on-going military operations5, the EU is involved in the field of
defence and security. Nevertheless, these missions and operations do not demonstrate an
improvement of integration in these fields. Indeed, the decision-making process of the
Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) remains intergovernmental.
PESCO is encouraged by the European Commission but also by the Member States
themselves. It finally came out in the speech of French President Emmanuel Macron 6, elected
in May 2017 and was later reaffirmed as a priority for France and Germany. Both countries
agreed on the content of this reinforced cooperation on July,13th 20177.
Despite historical difficulties and national sensitivities, on December, 11th 2017 the
Council of the EU established PESCO. Twenty-five Member States made their own
cooperation framework through several binding commitments, with the United Kingdom (for
obvious reasons considering the Brexit), Denmark and Malta deciding not to join. The key
question of the feasibility of this reinforced cooperation including so many Member States is
an issue that has to be dealt with. On the one hand, gathering Member States around such a
project expresses their strong willingness to cooperate. On the other hand, reaching consensus
might be difficult given the high number of stakeholders. Furthermore, national strategic
priorities are not the same among EU Member States.
The issue raised by PESCO consists of the duality between an inclusive and a more
ambitious approach. The first one, supported by France, would prioritise a pattern including
fewer Member States. This approach would be the best to ensure a maximal cooperation. The
second one, supported by Germany, is inclusive and based on cooperation with the maximum
of Member States involved. This opposition echoes to the underlying issue of a multi-speed
Europe. Is PESCO an opportunity or a brake for a new start of a coherent and united European
5

European Action External Service Website.
Mr Macron announced on August, 31st in the French magazine Le Point that France and Germany supported the
PESCO.
7
France and Germany ministers’ council, Paris, July, 13th 2017.
6
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defence? In a unique momentum, will PESCO be the real launch of a European defence or will
it be a missed opportunity?
We will highlight how the legal framework (I), the political environment (II) and the
mechanism of the new-born PESCO (III) are meant to create a fertile ground for the “fullyfledged European Defence Union” wished by the European Commission in its 2025 goals8.

8

European Commission, State of the Union 2017.
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Chapter I: Legal aspects

Part I: The establishment of a general legal framework
The first piece of legislation referring to PESCO is Article 42 TEU, paragraph 6. This
document provides an overview of the EU's overall security and common defence policy. This
is a very general text, which aims to provide a framework with vague criteria for Member States
wishing to go further in the field of security and defence integration through PESCO. This text
refers to Article 46 TEU, which is the one defining the specific provisions relating to PESCO.

Part II: The subsidiary role of the EU institutions
Reading Article 46 TEU, the specific legal text of PESCO, we note that this process
confers a minimal role to the EU institutions. The procedure for launching PESCO is indicative
of this division of powers. Member States wishing to establish it must notify the Council and
the HR/VP of their intention. After consulting the HR/VP, and within three months of
notification, the Council shall act by a qualified majority to decide on the establishment of
PESCO and draw up a list of participating Member States. It is observed here that the role of
the HR/VP is symbolic rather than actually effective in the sense that it is merely consulted.
Furthermore, all Member States have a right of scrutiny over the creation of PESCO since they
are called upon to vote. Even though, this involvement must be put into perspective: voting is
based on qualified majority (72% of the Council’s Member States representing 65% of the EU
population) rather than unanimity. So if the number of Member States ready to set up PESCO
is high, qualified majority will not be difficult to achieve. It is difficult for a State which is
reluctant to PESCO to prohibit its launch. Its only option is to refuse to participate.
In the same vein, the procedure for adding a Member State after the creation of PESCO
allows only minimal involvement of the EU institutions. The Candidate State must notify the
Council and the HR/VP of its intention. After consulting the HR/VP, the Council shall adopt a
decision confirming the participation of the State concerned if it fulfils the necessary conditions.
Then the Council reduced to the Participating Member States shall act by qualified majority to
decide on the admission of the Candidate State.
A certain duality can also be noted, such as a hesitation between integrated model and
intergovernmentalism. There is co-decision between EU institutions and participating Member
7

States. Indeed, it should be observed that the Council of the EU as a whole adopts the decision
confirming the participation of the Candidate State, but it is the Council of Ministers reduced
to the Participating States which ultimately decides on its integration or rejection. We therefore
have the creation of a two-tiered Council. But this analysis shows that the EU remains largely
outside the process of adding a member. States have real decision-making power, which proves
the supremacy of intergovernmentalism in security and defence matters. However, this system
can be legitimate. Indeed, PESCO is the first real community breakthrough in this field. It may
seem logical to preserve intergovernmentalism a little longer and not to impose the integrated
model too brutally. Moreover, as PESCO is a tool in the hands of the States, it is legitimate for
them to decide to include the most suitable Member States according to their point of view.
Thus, although these processes refer to the EU institutions, the powers conferred on
them are still smaller, reduced to a supervisory rather than a decision-making role.
Part III: The fundamental role of the Member States participating in PESCO
The corollary of this situation is the fundamental role accorded to PESCO Member
States. This can be seen in certain procedures for which the EU is not even consulted, such as
the suspension of a PESCO Member State. If it no longer fulfils the necessary conditions, the
Council reduced to the Participating States, but without the State in question, may adopt these
decision by a qualified majority.
First, the article 46 TEU does not specify whether it is a temporary or permanent
exclusion. Similarly, it does not give the detailed rules for annulment of the decision, in the
event that it provides for a temporary suspension. Second, EU institutions are completely
excluded from this process. The Participating States are the only ones authorised to excluding
a Member State. It is pure intergovernmentalism.
The power conferred on PESCO Member States is also visible in the decision-making
procedures within the structure. All decisions and recommendations shall be taken unanimously
by the Member States participating in PESCO.
With this element, it is very clear that the Council as a whole is excluded from the
PESCO's procedures. The Participating States really have the leading role. There is also a joint
use of qualified majority and unanimity. Qualified majority is used for significant acts,
8

modifying the structure of PESCO while unanimity is reserved for ordinary acts, which are part
of the day-to-day operation of the cooperation instrument. This dichotomy seems legitimate.
PESCO is intended to be limited in number compared with the EU, so unanimity does not seem
impossible to implement. This choice is even judicious since it could confer greater legitimacy
to PESCO, while preventing the inclination of partition in this sensitive area. Participating
States could thus present a common coherent and solid line. The main question in this regard
concerns the implementation of this voting modality in the context of an extension of PESCO.
Finally, the process of withdrawal of a Participating State is another proof of
independence. A Member State wishing to leave the cooperation must notify its decision to the
Council, which shall take note of its withdrawal.
In this procedure, States wishing to withdraw are completely free. The other
Participating States do not agree, nor does the Council as a whole. This choice seems legitimate
because security and defence belong to a sovereign and non-integrated domain. Moreover, it
appears difficult to encourage States to join PESCO if the leaving process is too restrictive. The
only doubt that may occur is the possible existence of a gap between the apparent simplicity of
withdrawal and the difficulty of actually leaving from the commitments entered into.
In conclusion, Article 46 TEU shows two parallel elements: the little powers of the
EU institutions to the benefit of the Member States. This text also refers to Protocol No. 10 on
PESCO.
Part IV: The questionable nature of criteria
Protocol No. 10 on PESCO is the text that determines the most functional aspects of
the procedure, with a concrete approach. First, it gives two criteria for participation in PESCO:
an industrial condition and an operational condition. These elements are relevant in the context
of security and defence cooperation. However, nothing is specified about their cumulative or
compulsory nature. This can be problematic in certain situations, especially when a Member
State is added after the launch of PESCO.
In the same perspective, it lists the means to be used to achieve the target level set in
the first article. They are five-fold: financial, equipment-linked, operational, capacity-linked,
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and industrial. It should be noted that the main purpose of this text is harmonisation of
operations’ modes of the Participating States.
The third article of Protocol No. 10 deals with the EDA and its role in the
implementation of PESCO. The text confers to it an important position in the assessment of
PESCO application as it must regularly assess the contributions of Participating States.
Overall, it is observed that this protocol remains rather vague: it provides a general
framework and broad orientations. But it does not determine the criteria as such, it does not set
thresholds, it does not define the effective means of meeting the objectives it assigns. It seems
essential that PESCO Member States define these ancillary elements during the implementation
process, within the framework of the reduced Council.

10

Chapter II: Political background and perspectives
Part I: A Franco-German impetus? Establishing a picture of the political engagement
towards PESCO in Member States
The meeting of the Franco-German Security Council on July, 13th 2017 could be
understood as an impulse for PESCO. According to German Chancellor Angela Merkel, the
launch of PESCO is a huge step forward, which "fills a historic gap and shows that we have a
real will and ability to defend ourselves". Indeed, almost all Member States agreed that today,
more than ever, EU needs to be able to defend itself. It is obvious PESCO could not exist
without a general involvement and political will of European Heads of States. Nevertheless,
nothing of this would happen without a political leadership of the French-German “couple”. In
December 2017, French President Emmanuel Macron concluded on PESCO that “something
which seemed to us impossible only a year ago now becomes a reality”. France has committed
itself from the beginning to inspire this common voluntarism by the Franco-German Council
and its numerous bilateral projects in field of defence.
The Franco-German Ministerial Council is a meeting organised regularly by the
ministerial cabinets of both governments. The Council on Security Affairs is made up of the
Ministers of External Affairs, of Defence and Military. The joint ministerial Council is held
approximately twice a year – mostly in spring and autumn. The last one, 19th Summit, had been
holding July, 13th 2017 in Paris. During this meeting both governments have defined a "list of
binding commitments and elements for an inclusive and ambitious Cooperation (...), which
includes a timetable and specific evaluation mechanisms". The most important among all were
budget commitments by which countries will have to increase their defence budget to reach the
target of 2% of GDP (NATO criteria). More important, they have committed to devote 20% of
the budget to investment. Unfortunately, this point is fulfilled by only a few European countries.
Second, capabilities commitment implies that the Member States have to participate in at least
one of PESCO's projects, as well as in the activities of the EDA. Third, operational commitment
means that Participating States must commit not only to participate in EU BG but above all, to
have a significant participation in EU missions and operations which are conducted also outside
the EU borders. Moreover, they must speed up their national decision-making procedures on
military engagement. This point is clearly a nod to the German legislative procedure. Finally,
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co-ordination with partners is also asked. States are called to participate in the various European
arrangements, such as the CARD or the EDF.
Part II: Proposal of France, Germany, Spain, and Italy leading to the final notification
and decision
On July, 21st 2017, France, Germany, Spain and Italy (supported by Belgium, Czech
Republic, Finland and the Netherlands) notified to the HR/VP their intention to engage PESCO.
Through this letter, all those countries indicated that they had agreed on a proposal for binding
commitments.
As a consequence, on November, 13th 2017 during a Council of Foreign Affairs
Ministers, twenty-three Member States signed a joint notification on PESCO9. This notification
was given to the HR/VP, demanding it to implement PESCO. Through this act, they subscribed
to around twenty binding commitments.
On December, 11th 2017, the Foreign Affairs Council set off PESCO as it was planned,
with two more Participating States than in November: Ireland and Portugal. Many more
Member States are aboard than predicted in July and in November: every Member States
participate except the United Kingdom, Denmark and Malta. As far as the UK is concerned,
there is still an open door if the country wants to join as Third State due to the Brexit process.
The participating countries just have to accept it through a qualified majority vote.
As scheduled, on December, 11th 2017 a list of seventeen projects within PESCO10 firstly drafted by France and Germany during the 19th Ministerial Summit - has been approved
by twenty-five Ministers of Foreign Affairs. So far, this list includes: six capacity projects, four
terrestrial, three maritime, two on the cyber, two on training but none on aeronautics. In each
project we find one leading country, few participants and some observers. A military mobility
project (sometimes called “the military Schengen”) is the only one that includes almost all the
twenty-five members of PESCO with the Netherlands as leading country. We can find also some
smaller projects like “one to one” tank cooperation between Italy and Greece which aims to
create a common prototype of three different European armored vehicles.

European Council, Press releases, “Defence cooperation: 23 member states sign joint notification on the
Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO)”, 11-13-2017, [on line].
10
See Annex 3.
9
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Even if French and German governments were a real impulse for launching PESCO in
Europe, Italy is so far the most active member with four leading projects and its participation
in almost all remaining ones. On the contrary, France as one of “funding countries” is not so
much present. It leads only two projects and participates in two others. This can be explained
by French disappointment about the PESCO’s format (more inclusive than France wanted).
Germany leads European Medical Command, Network of logistic Hubs in Europe and support
to Operations, European Union Training Mission Competence Center and EUFOR Crisis
Response Operation Core. Moreover, a southern boost of interest should be pointed out through
the example of Greece. Indeed, Athens would like to participate in nine projects, especially
those specialised in cyber security – which is most likely explained by the existence of the
European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) on its territory. This
is an organisation which will become a key element of European IT security. Some countries
will use PESCO as an expansion of already existing military cooperation. This involves
members like Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, neighbouring countries that have
joined the same projects.
In the long run, it will be interesting to see the actual participation of those countries
which are not true supporters of European Defence, such as Poland. Indeed, the country appears
to be “US and NATO-oriented” and Polish authorities consider PESCO not as a partnership but
as a competition for NATO. From this point of view it is not a surprise that Polish government,
with an important military budget, wants to participate only in two projects of which one is a
military mobility - an idea initiated by NATO.
However, the official decision on the projects is going to be taken in the early 2018,
during the meeting of the Council of Ministers in PESCO format.
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Chapter III: PESCO Functioning
Part I: Governance
1. Multilevel governance
Following the recently developed approach of two specialists of defence, Frederic
Mauro and Federico Santopinto11, in a study for the Security and Defence Committee of the
European Parliament, the mechanism of PESCO can be compared to a more ancient but wellknown procedure that is now undoubtedly considered as a cornerstone of European integration,
and one of its greatest achievement: the European Monetary Union.
First of all, PESCO is based on a multi-level governance system which reflects its
singularity amongst European. As defence and security are considered as unalienable parts of
sovereignty, it makes sense for them to adopt a traditional governance method for
intergovernmental projects.
The first level of governance is known as the "global level" and its mission is to
preserve the global coherence of PESCO. As specified by the first annex to the Treaty, every
decision concerning the implementation of new projects shall be passed unanimously by the
Council, which will be gathered in a Joint Foreign Affairs/Defence Ministers meeting (also
known as "PESCO format"), with the substantial exception of new adhesions, which shall be
passed in the qualified majority. The "global level" is responsible of new adhesions, suspension
of rights of a Member State at fault for non-implementation of its responsibilities or withdrawal
of members. To maintain the possibility to exclude a Member State which is not keeping on its
obligations is a powerful political incentive to keep PESCO at work with twenty-five Member
States. It seems unlikely a member will ever be excluded, but this legal instrument can be seen
at least as a compromise with the French stance.

11

Study of the European Parliament, Directorate-General for External policies, Permanent Structured
Cooperation: national perspectives and state of play, July 2017, [on line].
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The second level of PESCO governance is the proper project management phase,
defined at article 7 of the Council decision:
•

Involving Member States as projects providers, it gives EEAS a permanent
administrative and logistical support body.

•

Role of the EDA.

•

Aside EDA’s role, the decision remarkably ensures the assistance of a nonEuropean pre-existing cooperation mechanism known as OCCAr, “Organisation
Conjointe de Coopération en matière d’Armement”12.

From that point, Member States are submitting projects to be jointly developed to each
other. Even if European institutions are involved, projects (especially capability building) can
still be developed on a national basis as the actual base of European defence remains national
armed forces. But pooling needs, funding and technical knowledge between Member States and
European institutions is a sure way to bring down costs for the most expensive programs.

To make sure coordination will work efficiently and stay tuned with the global
common foreign policy of the Union, PESCO is supported by the administrative staff of the
EEAS, charged of its general secretariat work, except for decision making process which
remains Council staff13 prerogative. EEAS is associated to link PESCO development programs
with other CSDP tools. The main role in this coordination is played by the HR/VP and is
supported as well by the European Union Military Staff (EUMS) as an additional advisory
committee dedicated to defence questions from an operational point of view. Recommendations
made by the HR/VP will be taken into consideration by the Council during the strategic
guidance determination process. The PSC shall be consulted as well.

Even if PESCO has been launched very recently, all necessary structures already
existed and the political opportunity window finally opened recently with series of crises that
started as the decade changed: the outburst of the Ukrainian crisis, the victory of the “leave”
during Brexit referendum and the election of Donald J. Trump as President of the United States
of America have to be considered ultimately as the most relevant factors. During more than a

12
13

OCCAr: Organisation of Joint Armament Cooperation.
Adopted decision, Annex III, point 2.1
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decade, the government of the United Kingdom has led to an entrenched refusal of any further
developments in the field of European defence; this opposition is no more. Besides, the Russian
Federation turned from “strategic partner” to “strategic challenge” as most of ties were cut off
from both sides. Finally, public statements made by the American President about an “outdated
NATO” have led to reconsider the necessity of European autonomous operational capabilities.
The adopted decision is actually not so much about creating new commitments than
restructuring the project within the existing agencies and decision-making processes by adding
a “sub propeller” played by EEAS.

2. The European Defence Agency
One of the PESCO support organisation is the European Defence Agency. It was
created in July 200414.. Its aim was to provide better coordination and harmonisation in the
defence capabilities of Member States under the CSDP. But its missions in the CSDP are truly
defined only from the Lisbon Treaty in the Article 42, paragraph 3 and the article 4515. The
EDA is currently made up of twenty-seven Member States (except Denmark).
The EDA has a major role in the operation of PESCO in Protocol 10. Before addressing
the fundamental role that it could have in PESCO, it is worth remembering how it has
functioned since its creation and the weaknesses it has suffered for years.
As defined in Article 46 of the Lisbon Treaty, the EDA is an agency that is overseen
by the Council, which means that it is a primarily intergovernmental agency, where decisions
are taken unanimously. Decisions about budget and annual agenda are made at the ministerial
level. In addition, the Agency is led by the HR/VP and also has an Executive Chief16. This
organisation of the agency has many disadvantages but also an important asset that could be
useful for the operation of PESCO.
First of all, the rule of unanimity causes the blocking of the development of the role of
the agency. Thus, for years, the British government refused to increase the Agency's budget
because it considered that it duplicated NATO programs. The budget has stagnated by around
€30 million until 2017, which is a very small amount. With a low budget, the Agency also has
14

Council Joint Action 2004/551/CSFP of the Council of Ministers.
Annex, Lisbon Treaty [extracts].
16
Official website of EDA.
15
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only 120 people working there and no weapons program has been developed within it 17.
However, since the Agency is on the one hand managed by the HR/VP and on the other hand
stands under intergovernmental control, it constitutes a privileged platform for articulating
Union’s policy and Member States’ wills.
The role of the Agency in the operation of PESCO is specifically defined in Article 3
of Protocol 10 of the TFEU which specifies that “The European Defence Agency shall
contribute to the regular assessment of participating Member States' contributions with regard
to capabilities, in particular contributions made in accordance with the criteria to be established,
inter alia, on the basis of Article 2, and shall report thereon at least once a year […]”. This
mission of the EDA is reaffirmed in the Council Decision of establishing PESCO and
determining the list of Participating Member States which will have to provide their national
implementation plans annually to EDA as well as to EEAS. The EDA is strengthened in its role
of assisting the HR / VP as well as expertise in "contributing to the High Representative's
assessment in his or her annual report on PESCO of participating Member States'
contributions".
Together with EEAS, the EDA will be in charge of the secretariat of PESCO in its area
of expertise, under the responsibility of the HR/VP as mentioned in Article 7 of the Council
Decision. It will also be responsible for monitoring the most binding commitments18. Finally,
it will have a major role in particular in "facilitating capability development projects, in
particular coordinating the assessment of projects proposals [ ... ]”19. And it will be responsible
for avoiding any duplication with programs carried out in other institutional frameworks such
as NATO or OCCAr for example.
As we can see, the EDA is destined to take a major supportive role in the mechanism
of PESCO. Nevertheless, its effectiveness will undoubtedly depend on the willingness of the
Member States to increase its resources both in terms of budget and the increase of its staff.
Moreover, it is also necessary to make the EDA operational in its missions to move to qualified
majority voting as provided by the Article 45-2 TEU. It would also be desirable to include a

J.-P. Maulny, « L’échec de l’Agence européenne de la défense est-il irrémédiable ? », Bruxelles2, 9 mai 2016.
With reference to the EDA’s budget see also the official website of EDA.
18
Annex of Council Decision of establishing Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) and determining the
list of Participating Member States. Points 18 to 20.
19
Article 7-3 (b), Council Decision.
17
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greater part of the staff of the national arms agencies within the EDA and to improve the
coordination of joint projects within the framework of PESCO.
3. The role of OCCAr
Point 18 of the Annex to the adopted decision asks Member States to a bigger
“commitment to the use of the EDA as the European forum for joint capability development
and consider the OCCAr, as “the preferred collaborative program managing organization”. This
organisation, created out of the European institutional framework in 1996 20, brought together
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom. It was established in order
to manage common armament programs, a mission dedicated to the EDA within the European
framework.
Reading the decision, these two organisations shall collaborate but will be placed at
different stages of the capability development process. If EDA’s role is to promote closer
convergence of Member States in the field of defence, OCCAr will remain in charge of the
technical developments and concrete realisation, such as common acquisitions. The compared
budget of these two organisations shows what kind of missions they will have to carry out: in
2017, the EDA budget was around €30 million for twenty-five Member States projects, while
OCCAr’s portfolio programs has involved more than €3.8 billion, dispatched between only
thirteen different projects which were for most of them weapons projects21. OCCAr did achieve
several projects and remains a reliable provider of technical military solutions. Cultures of both
organisations are very different: if EDA refers to institutional actors such as “Member States”,
OCCAr refers to “customers”22 and gives priority to a corporate language and approach. Finally,
EDA belongs to a top-down, institutional approach while OCCAr comes from a pragmatic, nontransparent, private and contractual tradition.
The decision of the Council seems to put an end to a debate as old as EDA: to merge
or not to merge these two structures. As mentioned by distinct actors, their prerogatives are now
strongly reaffirmed, but there’s no certainty that their proper budgets will be balanced, PESCO
and defence will continue to grow undercover. One will notice that the United Kingdom is an
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important contributor to OCCAr; in addition, with the possibility to develop PESCO projects
with Third States, this can be seen as another way to keep the United Kingdom in the game.
Part II: Commitments
1. The financial commitments
The financial commitments are the core tool to ensure an ambitious PESCO, which
was more significant in the French approach. The legal aspects underlined in a previous part
were expected to be completed.
Thus, the Council decision23 of December 11th completed the collective benchmarks
unveiled in November 2007 at the Ministerial Steering Board of the EDA24, regarding four
factors: “equipment procurement” (medium-term increase to 20% of total defence spending) ;
“collaborative equipment procurement” (35% of total equipment spending) ; “Defence
Research & Technology” (with a “view to nearing” 2% of total defence spending) ;
“collaborative defence R&T” (20% of total defence R&T spending). As they are collective
benchmarks (without timeline), they apply to EDA Member States (and then PESCO Members)
as a whole, not individually. Furthermore, these commitments will be also translated into
National Implementation Plans, which will have to be updated annually, and at the disposal of
all Member States. Commitments are aimed to be updated and sequenced (2018-2020 and 20212025) by the Council25.
2. Collaborative defence capability development projects: interconnection with the
CDP, the CARD and the EDF
The Council decision clearly states that “increasing joint and collaborative defence
capability development projects is among the binding commitments under PESCO”, in order to
“maximise synergies” (preamble), and of course to enable economies of scale. The “relevant
Union instruments and programmes” are evoked, with a clear mention of the Capability
Development Plan (CDP), the Coordinated Annual Review on Defence (CARD), but also the
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European Defence Fund26. As it has been said many times27, the PESCO’s success will be
determined by a well-performed interconnection with CDP, CARD and the EDF.
2.1.The Capability Development Plan
PESCO members will have to work on the capabilities shortfalls “in accordance with
CDP and CARD”28. The first one, created in 2008, is carried out every five years by the
European Defence Agency, in order to give a wide overview of the (lack of) capabilities among
EU members29. The next review will be released in spring 2018, underlining some possible
capabilities shortfalls that PESCO could deal with30.
2.2.The Coordinated Annual Review on Defence
PESCO members will have to “support the CARD to the maximum extent possible”31.
This review created in 2016 aims to present the capability landscape in the EU on a more regular
basis than the CDP32. It is based on an intergovernmental functioning with voluntary
participation and information sharing. The EDA is conducting the procedure through several
steps: data collection (with various sources such as the EDA’s Collaborative Database),
preliminary analysis (comparison between the benchmarks and the effective spending), bilateral
dialogue which is estimated to be conducted until April 2018, and then the release of the
aggregate report, expected around June 201833.
The assessment of the needs and the capabilities shortfalls among EDA members (and
then PESCO members) is a crucial part, as the CDP and CARD are seen as key mechanisms to
support PESCO34. But then comes another step as important: financing the huge costs of such
defence projects.
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2.3.The European Defence Fund
In such a prospect, PESCO members subscribe to an “intensive involvement of a future
European Defence Fund”35. This fund was proposed by the European Commission on last July
7th, for which “Member States are not cooperating enough, with more than 80% of procurement
and more than 90% of Research and Technology run on a national basis”36. This situation
implies duplication, waste of public finance, lack of interoperability and of an effective
research.
The main idea is to support EU projects with a financial strike force of €1.5 billion per
year from 2020 on, through two “windows”. On the research side, the Commission is aiming to
spend €500 million a year, and has already planned €25 million for 2017 through the
Preparatory Action (agreement of Parliament and Council of the EU). Such a powerful input
would make the EU one of the biggest defence R&T investors in Europe. This support would
only benefit to collaborative projects which involve at least three Member States, and eight
from 2020 on37.
After the research phase, comes the capability procedure, with a first part focusing on
development. This phase will only be available for projects involving at least three companies
from at least two Member States. The Commission is targeting a support of €500 million from
2019, rising to €1 billion annually from 2020 on, with the view to take on 20 % of the costs.
However, PESCO members will see this limit rise to 30 %. Then, the last part of the capability
phase is the acquisition procedure. Here we do not see any binding commitments to procure the
output of collaborative projects. This could constitute a weak point for the effective
development of financial support to PESCO38.
The EDF will also be equipped with a Financial Toolbox, aiming to provide a set of
standardised instruments in order to help Member States facing issues such as synchronising
budget spending and support a fair risk and cost sharing (and avoid free-riders).
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Some other financing mechanisms regarding collaborative projects are still discussed,
such as potential European defence bonds, a European Stability Mechanism (ESM) for defence,
or a removal of the money spent on these projects from national budget deficits calculations39.
2.4.The European Defence Technological and Industrial Basis: more realizable through
PESCO?

As far as defence industries are concerned, the aim within a European framework is to
juggle with competition and cooperation. According to Hélène Masson, researcher at the
“Fondation pour la Recherche Stratégique”, the European Defence Technological and Industrial
Base (EDTIB) gathers not only all the concepts of sovereignty, autonomy, security, economy,
know-how, but also the public and private sectors, beyond the logic of borders and territories40.
The main goals of a EDTIB are to avoid duplication of the different industrial
programs and realisations and to strengthen expenses’ efficiency at a time of budgetary
restrictions. Moreover, if the focus is made on the European Union competitiveness, the
development of a real EDTIB should enable the boosting of the innovative capacities of the
European defence industries and the saving of the comparative advantages41.
Projects led commonly at a European level could receive financing from the European
Structural and Investment Funds, for example from COSME (for the innovative SMEs) or also
from H2020 (Horizon 2020 for innovation). The aim is to link defence industries in Europe
through common industrial programs partly financed by the EDF, thus reducing the
fragmentation and improving the functioning of the Single Market of defence. Combined
military budgets of the twenty-eight European Member States are close to €200 billion.
However, nowadays around 80% of the purchase orders and 90% of the research are conducted
nationally, which does not help to reduce costs. The European Union counts 178 armament
types (against only 30 in the US), 20 fighter aircrafts (against 6) and 17 types of combat tanks
(against only one American). If one has to know that these data cannot be taken into a strict
comparison between European and American armaments since the United States of America is
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one country and the European Union is not even a federation, they are still relevant to
understand the efforts which must be made within the Union.
Published on November, 30th 2016, the European Defence Action Plan of the European
Commission underlines that “without a sustained investment in defence, the European industry
risks lacking the technological ability to build the next generation of critical defence
capabilities”.
As one of the main objectives of PESCO is to maximise the effectiveness of defence
spending, the realisation of a European DTIB could happen easily through the industry-oriented
modules of this reinforced cooperation. Indeed, in order to give substance to PESCO, the
Council made seventeen proposals of cooperation on December, 11th 2017. Among them,
industrial programs can be noticed, such as the one concerning the armoured vehicles which
plans an Armoured Infantry Fighting Vehicle, an Amphibious Assault Vehicle and a Light
Armoured Vehicle. The lead country of this program must be Italy, with only one other
participant, Greece, and five observers, Czech Republic, Spain, Hungary, Portugal and
Slovakia. Another project put on the table and gathering a bit more countries is the Maritime
(semi-) Autonomous Systems for Mine Countermeasures, it is to say an underwater drone.
Participating countries under the supervision of Belgium are Greece, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Portugal and Romania. There are also three observers: Estonia, France and Spain.
On December, 12th 2017, the Council agreed on the proposed regulation of the
European Parliament concerning the establishment of the European Defence Industrial
Development Program. According to the Estonian Minister of Defence and also President of
the Council, Jüri Luik, “The European Defence Industrial Development Programme will make
our defence industry more competitive and innovative. This is crucial both for the security of
our citizens and for the viability of our industry”42. This plan is completely linked to the EDF,
which will have to finance, as explained above, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) of
defence, in order to make them become more attractive, competitive and innovative in the
global market.
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3. Deployment and availability of the forces

3.1.The EU Battlegroups (EU BG)
The Council decision clearly underlines the role of the EU BG43. They consist of
multinational military units, forming a rapid reaction force operational since 2007. However,
they have never been deployed – mostly due to financial and political reluctances. The PESCO
impetus is a clear signal underlining again the role of these EU BG. Indeed, they could
eventually be deployed as a concrete EU tool, interacting with PESCO’s ecosystem 44.
The crucial Force Generation Process induced by a potential use of the EU BG should
be galvanised by instruments such as “a data base”, enabling a better sharing of information.
This Force Generation Process also implies that PESCO members will effectively contribute to
EU BG (confirmed “in principle at least four years in advance”), or involve into EU BG
exercises for instance45. The Council decision also underlines a possible revision of “national
decision-making procedures” in order to act more effectively with these EU BG46.
3.2.Involvement in the CSDP
More generally, the Council decision also highlights the commitment made by PESCO
members to support CSDP missions and operations47. However, a small shade of difference
consists of a reassertion of the respect due to constitutional features, with an implicit reference
to countries such as Germany.
The Athena mechanism is also reaffirmed in the Council decision. Since 2004, it is
organising the expenditures distribution of common costs regarding EU military operations of
the CSDP (EUTM Mali, EUNAVFOR MED), as well as some national costs in operations 48.
But PESCO members should go even further than a strict application of this mechanism on the
ground, for instance by using tools for capabilities.
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3.3.The “military Schengen”
Last but not least, regarding availability and deployment, PESCO will focus on another
issue. On last October 2nd, the U.S. Army's commander in Europe from NATO (Lt. General
Ben Hodges) called for a “military Schengen”49. This idea appears in the Council decision as
the need to work for a simplification of cross border military transport within the Union and
has already been mentioned by the EU50.
4. The impact of PESCO on the existing instruments of defence
The adopted decision claims interoperability of forces to be one of the binding
commitments, which especially encourages Member States to take more meaningful
responsibilities within existing and future multinational structures, quoting EUROCORPS,
EUROMARFOR, EUROGENDFOR, MCC-E/ATARES and SEOS. To mention these
structures is little step, as the exact sentence reveals the participation to these structures a
possibility, not a mandatory subscription: “[…] Participating Member States could commit to
joining and playing an active role in European external action in the military field […]”.
Focus can be made on the example of EUROCORPS. Despite the recent Polish
decision to withdraw its important contribution and potential application to become a
framework nation which seems difficult to compensate, PESCO declaration offers clearly a
window of opportunity for enlargement of its contributing nations. Anyhow, an increased
modularity provided by common research and development and the possibility to reach a faster
consensus with a tighter team enlarge possibilities for a command corps. EUROCORPS’ door
remains certainly open to willing European countries having joined PESCO.
The spirit of the text highlights interoperability and common definition of threats as a
key factors for more efficiency; nothing is said but principles about the political will to commit
more and a clear methodology is still missing to identify demanding situations. For the specific
case of the EUROCORPS as a fully multinational structure for twenty-five years, it seems easier
to find threats and opportunities.
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Conclusion
1. SWOT analysis
STRENGTHS
-

WEAKNESSES
-

PESCO launched by France and
Germany, “core couple” of the EU.
Support of the European institutions.
Including the European defence within a
legal framework.

-

OPPORTUNITIES
-

-

National defence industries remain a
sensitive topic.
Difficulty to obtain political unity in the
EU, especially upon defence.
Too many Member States and projects.
THREATS

Economies of scale
Real beginning of a “European defence”,
first time European leaders do something
real and realistic concerning defence.
The raise of the EU as an international
actor, as a security provider.

-

-

Small countries fear to see their national
industries disappear because of the
cooperation of all the biggest European
armament firms.
Inclusive and modular approach could
lead to a watering of the ambitious
previsions of PESCO by dispersal.

2. Scenarios’ proposals
In order to understand the overall implications of PESCO, it is necessary to be aware of
some general reflections on European defence policy. Firstly, it is a tool frequently used by
Heads of State and Government to satisfy public opinion in times of crisis. The PESCO case is
a striking example. While this project had been in hibernation for about fifteen years, it was
quickly launched following the Brexit, the election of Donald J. Trump as President of the
United States of America, and the rise of terrorist attacks on European soil. These are factors
that have highlighted the need for Europe to seek some strategic independence. This context
enabled the rapid launch of PESCO.
But we also have to acknowledge that PESCO is an eminently political work. Even if
the industrial field is emphasized in all projects, it is the political will of States that is at the
heart of the process. As with all European policies, leaders are talking about the industrial sector
to hide political tendencies.
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If PESCO in its present shape is likely to bring lasting results, it depends mostly on
the Member States’ willingness: key elements are national governments and industries. This
report suggests two possible scenarios for future developments. This analysis is taking into
account those determining factors that are not only the voluntarism of the “willing and able”
Member States but also their range of action in shaping the rigid national defence industries.
Scenario 1 – PESCO’s potential becomes a reality
Considering the difficulties European security and defence has experienced over the
past decade, the significant steps made from June 2016 - namely from the launch of the EDF
and the Franco-German agreement in July 2017 to the notification of seventeen PESCO
capability projects in December 2017 - seem to be a true shouldering of responsibilities
concerning the common defence51.
It has the true potential to overcome the lacks identified in the lessons learnt during
CSDP missions and operations52. The CARD, as a strong harmonisation element could give a
coherent long-term direction to European military programs shaping the fragmented defence
industry and its priorities. Talking about the EDF, a budget of €90 million is planned for the
years 2017-2020 and around €500 million for 2019-2020. Around €1 billion is foreseen for the
development of cooperative projects for the next pluriannual framework program of the
European Commission. This has the potential to be a reasonably powerful stimulus for a true
European defence industry under the surveillance of the EDA.
Concerning politics agreeing upon a twenty-five-way consensus, it requires much
political efforts but brings comparatively little results. Therefore, the most likely scenario is an
institutionalisation of the leading role of “core groups” or “pioneer” countries. This appealing
perspective could strengthen efficiency at the expense of inclusiveness. Still, as the first draft
of seventeen cooperative projects shows it, that principle is respected by including the willing
Participating States as observers. The events, elements and details analysed in this report have
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thus the genuine potential to lead on the long-term through a PESCO of small steps to a proper
European defence.
Scenario 2 - Governments and defence industries seek business as usual
The unique opportunity offers by PESCO and the favourable political context can
considerably lose momentum in consequence of well-known dynamics that reigned for decades
in this specific sector and ultimately led to the hibernation of this treaty provision in the past
years.
Even if PESCO has been prised by at least twenty-five Member States in November
2017 and the concrete commitments taken by some of them, there is the risk that governments
and industries will seek business as usual. Hence, the impact of PESCO on capabilities and
industries could be limited. There are concerns that this impact may depend on the nature of the
R&D projects conducted within PESCO framework53. As the authors of a study concerning the
future risks for PESCO advocate: the “economic rule is simple – if Member States or defence
industries need to spend one more euro it is unlikely to happen”54.
In case of a limited incentive - firstly from the EDF and secondly in absence of concrete
prospects for economies of scale - it is unlikely that the commitments taken by Members States
will transform the landscape of the national defence industries. Nowadays, that sector is deeply
globalised and the generated turnover outside the EU exceeds significantly the one generated
inside55.
That’s why, there cannot be expectations that in such a context there will be any effort
to carry the costs of transformation to a new and more competitive procurement system from
those stakeholders.
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Considerations
Again, the issue comes full circle where it started: on the political level of the Member
States. Governments will put many political efforts in achieving the transformation of the hard
core of European defence industries. Significant concerns could be a considerably reduced
leeway of using procurement for the creation of jobs, infrastructure and business at a national
level.
PESCO passed the most of its lifetime in a dormant state and much was written about
the reasons why the “willing and able” Member States will somehow try to remain in control
of the industry for domestic political reasons, or to show proactivity at least for the next project
and until the next election56.
Nevertheless, there is at least one strong and pragmatic reason to overcome those
difficulties and to make from a “shared vision” a concrete action against the absence of a
genuine structured cooperation in the very sensitive field of defence. Dependency is a reality,
and sovereignty in terms of freedom of action is already lost. Certainly, there is no choice
between binding into cooperation frameworks and staying alone57.
Thus, the Permanent Structured Cooperation as it takes form now, deserves
doubtlessly a chance.
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Annex 1: COUNCIL DECISION establishing Permanent Structured
Cooperation (PESCO) and determining the list of Participating Member
States

Council of the
European Union
Brussels, 8 December 2017
(OR. en)

14866/17

CORLX 548
CFSP/PESC 1063
CSDP/PSDC 667
FIN 752
LEGISLATIVE ACTS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS
Subject:

COUNCIL DECISION establishing Permanent Structured Cooperation
(PESCO) and determining the list of Participating Member States
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COUNCIL DECISION (CFSP) 2017/…

of …

establishing Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO)
and determining the list of Participating Member States

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,
Having regard to the Treaty on European Union, in particular Article 46(2) thereof,
Having regard to Protocol No 10 on permanent structured cooperation established by Article 42 of
the Treaty on European Union attached to the Treaty on European Union and to the Treaty on the
Functioning of European Union,
Having regard to the proposal from the Federal Republic of Germany, the Kingdom of Spain, the
French Republic and the Italian Republic,
Having regard to the opinion of the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy (the High Representative),
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Whereas:
(1)

Article 42(6) of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) provides that those Member States
whose military capabilities fulfil higher criteria, and which have made more binding
commitments to one another in this area with a view to the most demanding missions shall
establish permanent structured cooperation (PESCO) within the Union framework.

(2)

On 13 November 2017, the Council and the High Representative received a joint
notification in accordance with Article 46(1) of the TEU from 23 Member States, and
on 7 December 2017 from two other Member States, that all those Member States have the
intention to participate in PESCO on the basis that they satisfy the above-mentioned
requirements and that they have made the more binding commitments to one another in this
area as set out in the Annex to this Decision and on the basis of all the other elements in the
notification, including the preamble and the guiding principles of PESCO set out in Annex
I to the notification, to which they remain committed in its entirety, and also recalling Article
42(7) of the TEU, including Article 42(7)1 .

(3)

The more binding commitments set out in the Annex to this Decision, are consistent with
the achievement of the objectives set out in Article 1 of Protocol No 10 to the Treaties and
the undertakings referred to in Article 2 of that Protocol.

1


The notification is published together with this Decision (OJ L …).
OJ: Please insert the publication details for the notification.
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(4)

The decision of Member States to participate in PESCO is voluntary and does not in itself
affect national sovereignty or the specific character of the security and defence policy of
certain Member States. Contributions by the participating Member States to fulfil the more
binding commitments under PESCO will be made in accordance with their applicable
constitutional provisions.

(5)

Increasing joint and collaborative defence capability development projects, is among the
binding commitments under PESCO. Such projects may be supported by contributions
from the Union budget in compliance with the Treaties and in accordance with relevant
Union instruments and programmes.

(6)

The participating Member States have set out in their respective National Implementation
Plans their ability to meet the more binding commitments they have made to one another.

(7)

The necessary conditions having been met, it is therefore appropriate for the Council to
adopt a decision establishing PESCO.

(8)

Any other Member State which wishes at a later stage to participate in PESCO may notify
its intention to do so to the Council and to the High Representative in accordance with
Article 46(3) of the TEU.

(9)

The High Representative will be fully involved in proceedings relating to PESCO.
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(10)

There should be consistency between actions undertaken within the framework of PESCO
and other CFSP actions and other Union policies. The Council and, within their respective
areas of responsibility, the HR and the Commission, should cooperate in order to maximize
synergies where applicable.

(11)

In accordance with Article 5 of Protocol No 22 on the position of Denmark annexed to
the TEU and to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Denmark does not
participate in the elaboration and the implementation of decisions and actions of the Union
which have defence implications. Denmark is therefore not bound by this Decision,

HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:
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Article 1
Establishment of Permanent Structured Cooperation

Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) within the Union framework is hereby established
between those Member States whose military capabilities fulfil higher criteria as referred to in
Article 1 of Protocol No 10, and which have made commitments to one another in this area as
referred to in Article 2 of that Protocol, with a view to the most demanding missions, and
contributing to the fulfilment of the Union level of ambition.

Article 2
Participating Member States
The Member States participating in PESCO shall be the following:
–

Belgium,

–

Bulgaria,

–

Czech Republic,

–

Germany,

–

Estonia,

–

Ireland,

–

Greece,

–

Spain,

–

France,
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–

Croatia,

–

Italy,

–

Cyprus,

–

Latvia,

–

Lithuania,

–

Luxembourg,

–

Hungary,

–

Netherlands,

–

Austria,

–

Poland,

–

Portugal,

–

Romania,

–

Slovenia,

–

Slovakia,

–

Finland,

–

Sweden.
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Article 3
More binding commitments in accordance with Protocol No 10

1.

To achieve the objectives set out in Article 1 of Protocol No 10 and the undertakings
referred to in Article 2 of that Protocol, the participating Member States shall make
contributions which fulfil the more binding commitments which they have made to one
another as set out in the Annex.

2.

For this purpose, participating Member States shall review annually, and shall update as
appropriate, their National Implementation Plans, in which they are to outline how they
will meet the more binding commitments, specifying how they will fulfil the more precise
objectives that are to be set at each phase. The updated National Implementation Plans shall
be communicated annually to the European External Action Service (EEAS) and the
European Defence Agency (EDA), and shall be made available to all participating Member
States.

Article 4
PESCO Governance
1.

The governance of PESCO shall be organized:
–

at the level of the Council and;

–

in the framework of projects implemented by groups of those participating
Member States which have agreed among themselves to undertake such projects.
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2.

Acting in accordance with Article 46(6) of the TEU, the Council shall adopt decisions and
recommendations:
(a)

providing strategic direction and guidance for PESCO;

(b)

sequencing the fulfilment of the more binding commitments set out in the Annex in
the course of the two consecutive initial phases (the years 2018 - 2020 and 2021 2025) and specifying at the beginning of each phase the more precise objectives for
the fulfilment of the more binding commitments set out in the Annex;

(c)

updating, and enhancing if necessary, the more binding commitments set out in the
Annex in light of achievements made through PESCO, in order to reflect the Union’s
evolving security environment. Such decisions shall be taken in particular at the end
of the phases referred to in point (b) of paragraph 2, based on a strategic review process
assessing the fulfilment of the PESCO commitments;

(d)

assessing the contributions of participating Member States to fulfil the agreed
commitments, according to the mechanism described in Article 6;

(e)

establishing the list of projects to be developed under PESCO, reflecting both
support for capability development and the provision of substantial support within
means and capabilities to Common Security and Defence Policy operations and
missions;
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(f)

establishing a common set of governance rules for projects, which the participating
Member States taking part in an individual project could adapt as necessary for that
project;

(g)

establishing, in due time, in accordance with Article 9(1), the general conditions under
which third States could exceptionally be invited to participate in individual projects;
and determining in accordance with Article 9(2) whether a given third State satisfies
these conditions; and

(h)

providing for any other measures required to further implement this Decision.

Article 5
PESCO Projects
1.

Following proposals by the participating Member States which intend to take part in an
individual project, the High Representative may make a recommendation concerning the
identification and evaluation of PESCO projects, on the basis of assessments provided in
accordance with Article 7, for Council decisions and recommendations to be adopted in
accordance with Article 4(2)(e), following military advice by the Military Committee of
the European Union (EUMC).

2.

Participating Member States which intend to propose an individual project shall inform the
other participating Member States in due time before presenting their proposal, in order to
gather support and give them the opportunity to join in collectively submitting the proposal.
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The project members shall be the participating Member States which submitted the proposal.
The list of the project members of each individual project shall be attached to the Council
decision referred to in Article 4(2)(e).
The participating Member States taking part in a project may agree among themselves to
admit other participating Member States which subsequently wish to take part in the
project.
3.

The participating Member States taking part in a project shall agree among themselves on
the arrangements for, and the scope of, their cooperation, and the management of that
project. The participating Member States taking part in a project shall regularly inform the
Council about the development of the project, as appropriate.

Article 6
Supervision, assessment and reporting arrangements

1.

The Council, within the framework of Article 46(6) TEU, shall ensure the unity,
consistency and effectiveness of PESCO. The High Representative shall also contribute to
those objectives.

2.

The High Representative shall be fully involved in proceedings relating to PESCO, in
accordance with Protocol No 10.
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3.

The High Representative shall present an annual report on PESCO to the Council. This
report shall be based on the contributions by the EDA, in accordance with Article 7(3)(a),
and by the EEAS, in accordance with Article 7(2)(a). The High Representative’s report
shall describe the status of PESCO implementation, including the fulfilment, by each
participating Member State, of its commitments, in accordance with its National
Implementation Plan.
The EUMC shall provide the Political and Security Committee with military advice and
recommendations regarding to the annual PESCO assessment process.
On the basis of the annual report on PESCO presented by the High Representative, the
Council shall review once a year whether the participating Member States continue to fulfil
the more binding commitments referred to in Article 3.

4.

Any decision concerning the suspension of the participation of a Member State shall be
adopted in accordance with Article 46(4) TEU only after the Member State has been given
a clearly defined timeframe for individual consultation and reaction measures.

Article 7
Support by the EEAS and the EDA

1.

Under the responsibility of the High Representative, also in his or her capacity as the Head
of the EDA, the EEAS, including the EU Military Staff (EUMS), and the EDA shall jointly
provide the necessary secretariat functions for PESCO other than at the level of the Council,
and in this regard a single point of contact.
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2.

The EEAS, including the EUMS, shall support the functioning of PESCO in particular by:
(a)

contributing to the High Representative’s assessment, in his or her annual report on
PESCO, of participating Member States’ contributions with regard to operational
aspects, in accordance with Article 6;

(b)

coordinating the assessment of projects proposals envisaged in Article 5, notably in
the areas of availability, interoperability, flexibility and deployability of forces. In
particular, the EEAS, including the EUMS, shall assess proposed projects’
compliance with, and their contribution to, operational needs.

3.

The EDA shall support PESCO in particular by:
(a)

contributing to the High Representative’s assessment, in his or her annual report on
PESCO, of participating Member States’ contributions, in accordance with Article 6,
with regard to capabilities, in particular contributions made in accordance with the
more binding commitments referred to in Article 3;

(b)

facilitating capability development projects, in particular coordinating the assessment
of projects proposals envisaged in Article 5, notably in the area of capability
development. In particular, EDA shall support Member States in ensuring that there is
no unnecessary duplication with existing initiatives also in other institutional contexts.
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Article 8
Financing

1.

Administrative expenditure of the Union institutions and the EEAS arising from the
implementation of this Decision shall be charged to the Union budget. Administrative
expenditure of the EDA shall be subject to the relevant financing rules of the EDA in
accordance with Council Decision (CFSP) 2015/18351.

2.

Operating expenditure arising from projects undertaken within the framework of PESCO
shall be supported primarily by the participating Member States that take part in an
individual project. Contributions from the general budget of the Union may be made to
such projects in compliance with the Treaties and in accordance with the relevant
Union instruments.

Article 9
Participation of third States in individual projects

1.

The general conditions for the participation of third States in individual projects shall be
specified in a Council decision adopted in accordance with Article 4(2), which may include
a template for administrative arrangements with third States.

1

Council Decision (CFSP) 2015/1835 of 12 October 2015 defining the statute, seat and
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operational rules of the European Defence Agency (OJ L 266, 13.10.2015, p. 55).
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2.

The Council shall decide in accordance with Article 46(6) TEU whether a third State, which
the participating Member States taking part in a project wish to invite to take part in that
project, meets the requirements set out in the decision referred to in paragraph 1.

3.

Following a positive decision as referred to in paragraph 2, the participating
Member States taking part in a project may enter into administrative arrangements with the
third State concerned for the purpose of its taking part in that project. Such arrangements
shall respect the procedures and the decision-making autonomy of the Union.

Article 10
Security rules

The provisions set out in Council Decision 2013/488/EU1 shall apply in the context of PESCO.

Article 11
Entry into force

This Decision shall enter into force on the date of its adoption.
Done at …,

For the Council
The President

1

Council Decision 2013/488/EU of 23 September 2013 on the security rules for protecting
EU classified information (OJ L 274, 15.10.2013, p. 1).
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ANNEX
List of ambitious and more binding common commitments
undertaken by participating Member States
in the five areas set out by Article 2 of Protocol 10
“a)

cooperate, as from the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon, with a view to achieving

approved objectives concerning the level of investment expenditure on defence equipment,
and regularly review these objectives, in the light of the security environment and of the
Union’s
international responsibilities.”
Based on the collective benchmarks identified in 2007, participating Member States subscribe to the
following commitments:
1.

Regularly increasing defence budgets in real terms, in order to reach agreed objectives.

2.

Successive medium-term increase in defence investment expenditure to 20 % of total
defence spending (collective benchmark) in order to fill strategic capability gaps by
participating in defence capabilities projects in accordance with CDP and Coordinated
Annual Review (CARD).

3.

Increasing joint and “collaborative” strategic defence capabilities projects. Such joint and
collaborative projects should be supported through the European Defence Fund if required
and as appropriate.
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4.

Increasing the share of expenditure allocated to defence research and technology with a
view to nearing the 2 % of total defence spending (collective benchmark).

5.

Establishment of a regular review of these commitments (with the aim of endorsement by
the Council).

“b)

bring their defence apparatus into line with each other as far as possible, particularly by

harmonising the identification of their military needs, by pooling and, where appropriate,
specialising their defence means and capabilities, and by encouraging cooperation in the fields of
training and logistics.”
6.

Playing a substantial role in capability development within the EU, including within the
framework of CARD, in order to ensure the availability of the necessary capabilities for
achieving the level of ambition in Europe.

7.

Commitment to support the CARD to the maximum extent possible acknowledging the
voluntary nature of the review and individual constraints of participating Member States.

8.

Commitment to the intensive involvement of a future European Defence Fund in
multinational procurement with identified EU added value.

9.

Commitment to drawing up harmonised requirements for all capability development
projects agreed by participating Member States.
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10.

Commitment to considering the joint use of existing capabilities in order to optimize the
available resources and improve their overall effectiveness.

11.

Commitment to ensure increasing efforts in the cooperation on cyber defence, such as
information sharing, training and operational support.

“c)

take concrete measures to enhance the availability, interoperability, flexibility and

deployability of their forces, in particular by identifying common objectives regarding the
commitment of forces, including possibly reviewing their national decision-making procedures.”
12.

With regard to availability and deployability of the forces, the participating Member States
are committed to:
–

Making available formations, that are strategically deployable, for the realization of
the EU LoA, in addition to a potential deployment of an EUBG. This commitment
does neither cover a readiness force, a standing force nor a stand by force.

–

Developing a solid instrument (e.g. a data base) which will only be accessible to
participating Member States and contributing nations to record available and rapidly
deployable capabilities in order to facilitate and accelerate the Force Generation
Process.

–

Aiming for fast-tracked political commitment at national level, including possibly
reviewing their national decision-making procedures.
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–

Providing substantial support within means and capabilities to CSDP operations
(e.g. EUFOR) and missions (e.g. EU Training Missions) - with personnel, materiel,
training, exercise support, infrastructure or otherwise - which have been unanimously
decided by the Council, without prejudice to any decision on contributions to CSDP
operations and without prejudice to any constitutional constraints,

–

Substantially contributing to EU BG by confirmation of contributions in principle at
least four years in advance, with a stand-by period in line with the EU BG concept,
obligation to carry out EU BG exercises for the EU BG force package (framework
nation) and/or to participate in these exercises (all EU Member States participating in
EU BG).

–

Simplifying and standardizing cross border military transport in Europe for enabling
rapid deployment of military materiel and personnel.

13.

With regard to interoperability of forces, the participating Member States are committed
to:
–

Developing the interoperability of their forces by:

–

Commitment to agree on common evaluation and validation criteria for the
EU BG force package aligned with NATO standards while maintaining
national certification.

–

Commitment to agree on common technical and operational standards of forces
acknowledging that they need to ensure interoperability with NATO.
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–

Optimizing multinational structures: participating Member States could commit to
joining and playing an active role in the main existing and possible future structures
partaking in European external action in the military field (EUROCORPS,
EUROMARFOR, EUROGENDFOR, MCCE/ATARES/SEOS).

14.

Participating Member States will strive for an ambitious approach to common funding of
military CSDP operations and missions, beyond what will be defined as common cost
according to the Athena council decision.

“d)

work together to ensure that they take the necessary measures to make good, including

through multinational approaches, and without prejudice to undertakings in this regard within
the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, the shortfalls perceived in the framework of the
‘Capability Development Mechanism.”
15.

Help to overcome capability shortcomings identified under the Capability Development
Plan (CDP) and CARD. These capability projects shall increase Europe’s strategic
autonomy and strengthen the European Defence Technological and Industrial
Base (EDTIB).

16.

Consider as a priority a European collaborative approach in order to fill capability
shortcomings identified at national level and, as a general rule, only use an exclusively
national approach if such an examination has been already carried out.
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17.

Take part in at least one project under the PESCO which develops or provides
capabilities identified as strategically relevant by Member States.

“e)

take part, where appropriate, in the development of major joint or European

equipment programmes in the framework of the European Defence Agency.”
18.

Commitment to the use of EDA as the European forum for joint capability
development and consider the OCCAR as the preferred collaborative program
managing organization.

19.

Ensure that all projects with regard to capabilities led by participating Member
States make the European defence industry more competitive via an appropriate
industrial policy which avoids unnecessary overlap.

20.

Ensure that the cooperation programmes - which must only benefit entities
which demonstrably provide added value on EU territory - and the acquisition
strategies adopted by the participating Member States will have a positive
impact on the EDTIB.
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Annex 2: Extracts from the Lisbon Treaty

Article 42-3
[…]
Member States shall undertake progressively to improve their military capabilities. The
Agency in the field of defence capabilities development, research, acquisition and armaments
(hereinafter referred to as ‘the European Defence Agency’) shall identify operational
requirements, shall promote measures to satisfy those requirements, shall contribute to
identifying and, where appropriate, implementing any measure needed to strengthen the
industrial and technological base of the defence sector, shall participate in defining a European
capabilities and armaments policy, and shall assist the Council in evaluating the improvement
of military capabilities.

Article 45
1. The European Defence Agency referred to in Article 42(3), subject to the authority of
the Council, shall have as its task to:
(a) contribute to identifying the Member States' military capability objectives and evaluating
observance of the capability commitments given by the Member States;
(b) promote harmonisation of operational needs and adoption of effective, compatible
procurement methods;
(c) propose multilateral projects to fulfil the objectives in terms of military capabilities, ensure
coordination of the programmes implemented by the Member States and management of
specific cooperation programmes;
(d) support defence technology research, and coordinate and plan joint research activities and
the study of technical solutions meeting future operational needs;
(e) contribute to identifying and, if necessary, implementing any useful measure for
strengthening the industrial and technological base of the defence sector and for improving
the effectiveness of military expenditure.
3. The European Defence Agency shall be open to all Member States wishing to be part
of it. The Council, acting by a qualified majority, shall adopt a decision defining the
Agency's statute, seat and operational rules. That decision should take account of the
level of effective participation in the Agency's activities. Specific groups shall be set up
within the Agency bringing together Member States engaged in joint projects. The
Agency shall carry out its tasks in liaison with the Commission where necessary.
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Annex 3: Extract from Protocol (No 10)
Article 1
The permanent structured cooperation referred to in Article 42(6) of the Treaty on European
Union shall be open to any Member State which undertakes, from the date of entry into force
of the Treaty of Lisbon, to:
(a)proceed more intensively to develop its defence capacities through the development of its
national contributions and participation, where appropriate, in multinational forces, in the
main European equipment programmes, and in the activity of the Agency in the field of
defence capabilities development, research, acquisition and armaments (European Defence
Agency), and
(b)have the capacity to supply by 2010 at the latest, either at national level or as a component
of multinational force groups, targeted combat units for the missions planned, structured at
a tactical level as a battle group, with support elements including transport and logistics,
capable of carrying out the tasks referred to in Article 43 of the Treaty on European Union,
within a period of five to 30 days, in particular in response to requests from the United
Nations Organisation, and which can be sustained for an initial period of 30 days and be
extended up to at least 120 days.
Article 2
To achieve the objectives laid down in Article 1, Member States participating in permanent
structured cooperation shall undertake to:
(a)cooperate, as from the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon, with a view to achieving
approved objectives concerning the level of investment expenditure on defence equipment,
and regularly review these objectives, in the light of the security environment and of the
Union's international responsibilities;
(b)bring their defence apparatus into line with each other as far as possible, particularly by
harmonising the identification of their military needs, by pooling and, where appropriate,
specialising their defence means and capabilities, and by encouraging cooperation in the
fields of training and logistics;
(c)take concrete measures to enhance the availability, interoperability, flexibility and
deployability of their forces, in particular by identifying common objectives regarding the
commitment of forces, including possibly reviewing their national decision-making
procedures;
(d)work together to ensure that they take the necessary measures to make good, including
through multinational approaches, and without prejudice to undertakings in this regard
within the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, the shortfalls perceived in the framework of
the ‘Capability Development Mechanism’;
(e)take part, where appropriate, in the development of major joint or European equipment
programmes in the framework of the European Defence Agency.
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Article 3
The European Defence Agency shall contribute to the regular assessment of participating
Member States' contributions with regard to capabilities, in particular contributions made in
accordance with the criteria to be established, inter alia, on the basis of Article 2, and shall
report thereon at least once a year. The assessment may serve as a basis for Council
recommendations and decisions adopted in accordance with Article 46 of the Treaty on
European Union.
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Annex 4: Meeting of the French-German Defence and Security Council:
Conclusions
(Source: French President’s Office; issued July 14, 2017)
(Issued in French and German; unofficial translation by Defense-Aerospace.com)
(Below is an excerpt relating to defence aspects from the joint communiqué issued after the
July 13 meeting of the French-German Defence Council. See link to entire document at bottom)
PARIS --- At the meeting of the Franco-German Defence and Security Council, the President
of the [French] Republic and the Federal Chancellor, as well as the Ministers for Foreign
Affairs, Defence, Interior and Development, discussed the possibilities of providing more
security for the French, German and European populations.
France and Germany are working towards an improved and enhanced cooperation on security
and defence in Europe.
We have agreed on common commitments that will allow us to propose to our partners an
agreement on a new, ambitious and inclusive policy framework ("Permanent Structured
Cooperation"). In addition, France and Germany have defined the common prerequisites for
the success of the European Defence Fund.
I. Strengthening European Defence
- Permanent Structured Cooperation
France and Germany are determined to promote a truly common European foreign and security
policy, and to make the European Union an effective player on the world stage, particularly in
the field of security and defence.
The common security and defence policy is an integral part of the common foreign and security
policy: it provides the European Union with operational capabilities by mobilizing civilian and
military assets. Strengthening of the security and defence policy will require Member States to
make efforts in terms of capabilities, both civil or military.
In the area of common security and defence, France and Germany consider the launch of an
inclusive and ambitious Permanent Structured Cooperation (CSP) to be extremely important,
and an essential step in the strengthening of the coherence, continuity, coordination and
collaboration between European Nations. This cooperation will bring together all the Member
States that so wish, and that have made more binding commitments in order to carry out the
most demanding tasks.
With the Permanent Structured Cooperation, the Treaty of Lisbon sets up a political framework
enabling EU Member States to improve their solidarity and cooperation, as well as their
military capabilities and their respective defence capacities, through initiatives and concrete
projects. This will contribute to achieving the level of ambition of the European Union and the
ability of Europeans and the Union to contribute to security and stability.
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In the long term, Permanent Structured Cooperation could lead to the building of a coherent
and broad spectrum of capabilities, complementing NATO - which will continue to be the
cornerstone of the collective defence of its members.
In order to foster debate among all interested EU members, France and Germany agreed on a
list of binding commitments and elements for an inclusive and ambitious Permanent Structured
Cooperation, including a timetable and specific evaluation mechanisms. These proposals could
form the basis of a wider European agreement which would guarantee a high level of ambition
for future Permanent Structured Cooperation and could constitute the core of the binding
commitments leading without delay to the notification process.
In order to operationalize the Permanent Structured Cooperation, France and Germany also
agreed that it was necessary to identify concrete projects and called on all EU Member States
to complete this process.
- European Defence Fund
France and Germany support the European Defence Fund, which is an important pillar of the
integration of the European defence sector. They also warmly welcome the proposal to regulate
the European Defence Industry Development Program (EDIPD): this is an important step in
facilitating cross-border cooperation on defence, reinforcing synergies as well as Europe’s
defence capabilities and strategic autonomy. In this spirit, the European Defence Fund should
be involved in the annual coordinated defence review (CARD) and Permanent Structured
Cooperation.
Structured cooperation will advance only through concrete multinational projects. France and
Germany have identified initial examples of such projects to promote from the outset through
the European Defence Fund and the European Defence Industrial Development Program. More
projects will be identified in the coming weeks.
France and Germany will work closely together to provide more common content, through the
Council, to the Commission's proposal to regulate the European Defence Industrial
Development Program.
II. Jointly Strengthen Military Capabilities

- New generation land systems:
France and Germany and will continue to collaborate on a major land combat system and on
a new-generation system for indirect fires, which will be opened to other European countries
once these projects are sufficiently advanced. After the successful completion of the bilateral
study phase, a road map will be established by mid-2018 for the next stage.
A high-level working group will be created to define a common vision of our industrial
ambition in land armament systems.
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- Maritime Patrol Systems:
France and Germany agree to seek a European solution to replace their respective current
capabilities. A common roadmap will be developed in 2018.
- Eurodrone:
France and Germany stressed the importance of the principle of their continued joint
participation in the Eurodrone program, alongside Spain and Italy. Germany and France have
agreed to continue the ongoing study, based on a twin-engine design, in order to fulfil the
essential missions and to meet the internal legal requirements of Germany. Particular attention
will be paid to the combination of operational performance (including deployability and
maintainability) at an affordable cost throughout the life cycle of the system.
The Eurodrone mission chain will largely reflect European sovereignty; it will be equipped
with all necessary military capabilities. Germany will lead this program, in compliance with
these parameters. The aim is to reach a global contract by 2019.
- Combat aircraft:
France and Germany agree to develop a European air combat system, under the leadership of
both countries, to replace their current fleets of combat aircraft over the long term. Both
partners want to develop a joint road map by mid-2018.
- Helicopters:
France and Germany agree to set up a cooperative framework for the next development
standard of the Tiger helicopter, as well as for a joint program for air-to-ground tactical
missiles.
- Space:
France and Germany agree to provide satellite imagery (SARah / CSO) to the European
External Action Service, possibly in partnership with other Member States. They also agree to
cooperate on military space surveillance capabilities in order to share a coordinated spatial
situation. They insist on the high level of security required for the Galileo program, in order to
guarantee the strategic autonomy of Europe (especially for military applications) and the
international credibility of Galileo.
- Digital Cooperation:
France and Germany agree to launch a structured cooperation between their cyber commands,
to include exchanges of cyber officers. They will also share analyzes, in particular concerning
the cybersecurity systems to be integrated into the weapon systems jointly developed by the
two countries, and will accelerate the joint development of algorithms for Software Defined
Networks (SDN). Germany will join the ESSOR initiative of the Joint Organization for
Armaments Cooperation (OCCAr) to develop an interoperable software-defined radio.
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- Innovation
France and Germany will promote closer cooperation in defense research and technology. In
particular, they will work on common priorities to be financed under the new European
Preparatory Action and the future European Defense Research Program, with the aim of
optimizing common funding and avoiding competition between the two countries.
France and Germany will develop a common strategy to pool and increase research and
technology in dual-use digital technology (in the broadest sense, including artificial
intelligence, robotics, Quantum computing), as well as to analyze the influence of these
technologies on defense. A common industrial roadmap will be developed. It will identify
priority areas, facilitate the transfer of knowledge from research to industry, and identify
financial mechanisms, taking into account existing initiatives.
- Evaluation of progress:
The French and German defense ministers will meet in October and December 2017 to assess
the progress of the joint actions mentioned above.
France and Germany will work to coordinate their policies to control exports of military
capabilities.

III. Improving Operational Cooperation
- Cooperation with the G5 Sahel
The Sahel region faces many security threats, in particular the constant pressure from terrorist
groups and a significant flow of trafficking. France, Germany and the G5 Sahel countries have
a common interest in facing these challenges together. France and Germany pledge to lead a
joint initiative supporting the development of the G5 multinational force to more effectively
combat illegal cross-border activities and terrorist groups.
In order to ensure proper ownership, the G5 countries will have to make their own ambitious
contributions. France and Germany are planning to significantly strengthen the capabilities of
the G5 multinational force, in terms of equipment and training.
This initiative is a starting point for further bilateral European support, and is part of the overall
joint effort of the United Nations and the European Union. In the future, the Union's High
Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy could play a key role in coordinating
the support of the European Union and, where appropriate, of the Member States.
- NATO
As part of the Alliance's enhanced advanced presence, France will deploy troops to NATO's
battlegroup in Lithuania in 2018, with Germany as a framework nation.
This joint deployment will help strengthen the interoperability of our armed forces.
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- Air Force Co-operation
In accordance with the intergovernmental agreement signed between the ministries of defense
on 10 April, France and Germany pledged to create a binational C-130J military transport
aircraft unit by 2021, and to open a bilateral training center in Évreux. This initiative will help
create a common operational culture among our air forces.
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Annex 5 : N. Gros-Verheyde « La PESCO comportera 17 projets. La liste
définitive. Détails projet par projet (V5), B2 Bruxelles, 07/12/2017.
La PESCO comportera 17 projets. La liste définitive (V3)
7 Déc 2017 PESCO, Projets

(B2 - Exclusif) La liste finale des projets de la Coopération structurée permanente (PESCO
ou CSP) qui sera annoncée, lundi (11 décembre), devrait comprendre, selon nos informations
puisées à bonne source, dix-sept projets.
Cette liste sera l'objet d'une déclaration politique adoptée au conseil des Affaires étrangères
de l’UE, en même temps que le projet de décision. D'un point de vue formel (lire : PESCO
: quelques points (encore) à régler. Le COREPER saisi), l'adoption de la liste définitive sera
effectuée ultérieurement (en janvier ou février).
Le regroupement possible uniquement sur le hub logistique
Quelques changements sont à constater dans la liste précédemment donnée. Il n'a pas été
possible, en effet, de réduire la liste à quinze projets, comme proposé. Des dix-neuf projets
retenus dans la dernière liste (Lire : Quinze à dix-neuf projets retenus pour la PESCO. La
liste quasi définitive), trois ont pu être regroupés facilement : les trois projets de hub
logistique — portés l'un par l'Allemagne, l'autre par Chypre, le troisième par la France. Les
autres projets (drones sous-marins) étaient trop différents pour pouvoir être simplement
être regroupés.
Des participants et des observateurs
La liste ci-dessous comporte six projets de capacités (enablers), deux sur la formation,
deux sur le Cyber, trois sur le maritime et quatre terrestres (mais aucun sur l'aérien qui fait
déjà l'objet de plusieurs coopérations). Comme le veut la règle définie, un projet rassemble
au moins deux pays participants. Et chaque pays participe à au moins un projet. Mais ils
peuvent aussi signifier leur intérêt, sans participer, en devenant "observateurs" d'un projet.
Cela leur permet d'être associés au projet, d'en suivre les évolutions et, au besoin, de le
rejoindre plus ou moins rapidement. Les pays participent en général à plusieurs projets.
La participation multiple préférée à la participation en duo
On peut remarquer qu'en moyenne un projet rassemble trois à six pays. Un projet rassemble
quasiment tous les États membres (la mobilité militaire) tandis que deux autres rassemblent
une bonne majorité de participants (hub logistique et formation). L'Italie apparait comme le
champion de la PESCO, conduisant 4 des 17 projets et participant à 12 autres (dans
quasiment tous les projets donc excepté la cyber réponse rapide). Deux projets ne
rassemblent actuellement que deux pays participants. Ce qui permet de douter de leur intérêt
comme de leur réalisation (les véhicules blindés, le soutien indirect au feu).
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La liste des projets retenus
NB : les chiffres et appellations pourront changer d'ici lundi.
Facilités:
1. Soutien médical. Commandement médical européen - European Medical Command
(EMC)
Lead : Allemagne + 6 participants (Italie, Espagne, Pays-Bas, Roumanie, Suède, Slovaquie)
+ 6 observateurs (Bulgarie, Rép. Tchèque, France, Hongrie, Lituanie, Luxembourg)
2. Radio. Logiciel de sécurisation des radiofréquences - European Secure Software
defined Radio
(ESSOR)
Lead: France + 6 participants (BE, DE, FI, IT, NL, PL)) + 2 observateurs (EE, ES)
3. Hub logistique et soutien aux opérations. Le réseau d'hub logistiques en Europe
(Network of Logistic Hubs in Europe) regroupe trois projets précédemment définis : le
hub logistique proposé par l'Allemagne (European Logistic Hub ou Log Hub), le réseau
de structures logistiques en périphérie de l'Union - Logistic structures network at the
periphery of the Union ou LSN proposé par Chypre et le soutien logistique aux
opérations proposé par la France.
Lead : Allemagne + 12 participants (BE, BG, CY, EL, ES, HR, HU, IT, NL, PT, SI,
SK) + 4 observateurs (FI, FR, LT, LU)
4. Mobilité militaire. Simplification et standardisation des procédures de
transport militaire transfrontières - Simplifying and standardizing cross-border
military transport procedures
Lead : Pays-Bas + 22 participants (AT, BE, BG, CY, CZ, DE, NL EE, EL, ES, FI, HR, HU,
IT, LT, LU, LV, PL, PT, RO, SE, SI, SK) + 1 observateur (FR)
7. Energie. Fonction opérationnelle énergétique - Energy Operational Function (EOF)
Lead : France + 3 participants (BE, ES, IT) + 5 observateurs (CY, DE, IE, NL, PT)
14. Commandement. Système de commandement et contrôle (C2) des
missions/opérations de la PSDC - Strategic Command and Control (C2) System for
CSDP Missions and Operations
Lead : Espagne + 3 participants (DE, IT, PT) + 1 observateur (LU)
Formation:
5. Formation. Centre d’excellence pour les missions de formation de l'UE (EUTM)
- European Union Training Mission Competence Centre (EUTMCC)
Lead: Allemagne + 12 participants (AT, BE, CY, ES, FR, IE, IT, LU, NL, PT, RO, SE) + 2
observateurs (CZ, SI)
6. Certification. Centre de certification des formateurs pour les armées européennes
- European Training Certification for European Armies
Lead : Italie + 2 participants (EL, PT) + 1 observateur (ES)
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Maritime:
9. Drones sous-marins. Drones sous-marins détecteurs et destructeurs de mines - Maritime
(semi-) Autonomous Systems for Mine Countermeasures (MAS MCM)
Lead: Belgique + 6 participants (EL, IE, IT, NL, PT, RO) + 3 observateurs (EE, ES, FR)
10. Surveillance portuaire. Système autonome de protection et surveillance des ports Harbour & Maritime Surveillance and Protection (HARMSPRO)
Lead : Italie + 3 participants (EL, IE, PT) + 2 observateurs (BE, NL)
11. Surveillance Maritime. Mise à jour du système de surveillance maritime Upgrade of the Maritime Surveillance System (MSS)
Lead : Grèce + 6 participants (BG, CY, ES, HR, IE, IT) + 1 observateur (PT)
Cyber :
12. Cyber. Plateforme de partage d’informations sur la réponse aux attaques et menaces cyber
Cyber Threats and Incident Response Information Sharing Platform
Lead: Grèce + 7 participants (AT, CY, ES, HU, IE, IT, PT) + 6 observateurs (BE, DE, EE,
FI, LT, SI)
13. Cyber. Équipes de réaction rapide aux attaques Cyber et assistance mutuelle
dans la cybersécurité - Assistance in Cyber security and Cyber Rapid Response
Teams (ACCRRT)
Lead : Lituanie + 4 participants (ES, FI, HR, NL) + 5 observateurs (BE, DE, EE, EL, SI)
Terrestre :
8. Secours d'urgence. Soutien militaire déployable en cas de catastrophe - Deployable
Military Disaster Relief Package (DMDRP)
Lead : Italie + 6 participants (AT, EL, ES, HR, IE, PT) + 1 observateurs (BG)
15. Blindés. Véhicules blindés d'infanterie (AIFV Armoured Infantry Fighting Vehicle),
amphibie (AAV Amphibious Assault Vehicle) et léger (LAV Light Armored Vehicle)
Lead : Italie + 1 participant (EL) + 5 observateurs (CZ, ES, HU, PT, SK)
16. Artillerie. Soutien indirect au tir - Indirect Fire Support
(EuroArtillery)
Lead : Slovaquie + 1 participant (IT) + 6 observateurs (BG, CZ, ES, HU,
PT, SI)
17. Opérations militaires. Noyau opérationnel pour la réponse de crise
(EUFOR CROC) Crisis Response Operation Core
Lead : Allemagne + 4 participants (France, Espagne, Italie, Chypre) + 4 observateurs
(Belgique, Portugal, Rép. Tchèque, Slovénie).
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